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Articles 

ss experiment love camp 
SS Experiment (the full title is SS Experiment Love Camp) is a drowsy but amusing into the nasty 
subgenre of Nazi T&A films. While there are probably feistier examples of this particular sleaze motif, 
this one's definitely got some wacky crusty gristle going for it. 
 
Of course, it's set in a Nazi prison camp and there are plenty of naked (though not all good looking) 
ladies afoot; oddly, though, they don't all look Jewish. Fancy that. 
 
The movie's concepts are appropriately over the top and provide belovedly idiotic reasons for Nazis to 
cavort shamelessly with Jewish ladies. 
 
In the midst of all this is a commandant who is cruel, naturally, and one of his officers is a homely 
scientist who doesn't seem like she'd be fun in bed. Another major officer is a doctor who has a secret 
you really don't want to have in this particular setting. But the commandant knows about it and exploits 
it (it's called blackmail) to coerce the doctor to perform a radical and unethical experiment to fix a wee 
problem of his. Too bad the chosen other party required for the experimental procedure is one of his 
men. 
 
Speaking of his men, there's a passel of them who've been given a reprieve here from the Russian front. 
To boot, they get to fuck Jewish prisoners. Wahoo! Sometimes they even do it in a tank, though the 
reason is never explained. The best purpose for which the tank is utilized though is to punish a surly 
female prisoner, first by turning the water too hot, then too cold. 
 
Of course, there's a furnace, too, and the burning sequences are, ahem, see-through effects-wise, which 
makes them that much more entertaining.
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So, girls get laid and, infrequently (at least during the film's running time) experimented upon (not 
counting the sex). While all this is going on, the chosen soldier for the surgery is falling in love with one 
of the few truly pretty prisoners. 
 
The film climaxes with a groovy bit when this soldier snaps (he didn't know what the surgery was going 
to be until a crucial moment) and starts shooting up the camp, leading to an abrupt but appropriate 
ending. 
 
Nudity abounds and there's a bit of gore (one scene will seem especially nasty when you realize later 
what it was you were seeing) and, despite some slowness in the second half, the movie's a good, though 
not great, bit of Eurosleaze. 
 
Visit www.musicvideodistributors.com.  

article written by: Upchuck Undergrind 
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